ROYAL URANIUM EXTRA CLEAR
Strong and fast vinylester solid glue.
Developed for bonding and laminates stone, ceramics and agglomerates.

Description:
The product developed to glue and to laminate marble, granite, ceramic and quartz.
Very fast, with very light color and excellently polishable. It stays a thick consistency,
even after adding the hardener. The product has an excellent adhesion in a short time
which enables the stone to be handled in a very fast time at low temperatures too.
Recommended for interior use. After the addition of the peroxide the mastic change a
color and after few minutes returns to the initial transparent color.

Instructions for use:
Ensure that the stone to be treated is dry, clean and free of dust. Take from the
tin/ can/ barrel the necessary amount of glue and add the catalyst in paste 1-2%
in weight. Do not return the unused glue in the can. If is necessary to correct the
colour, use the coloring paste. Add the color before the catalyst. An excess of color
may influence the final characteristic of the glue. Keep the can closed after usage.
Keep the glue and the catalyst, in original packaging, away from the sun.

Shelf life:
This product will last at least 12 months if store in cool place free from frost in its
tightly closed original can kept away from a source of heat, humidity, sun light.

For indoor and certain outdoor application
Ideal for production of work surface (Kitchen top/vanity top)
Use with: Spatula
Avaiable sizes: LT 1 and LT 4
Plus:
Optimal for bonding ceramics and agglomerates.
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Sefety rules:
Please read the safety data sheet before use and follow the rules written on the label
on the tins/drums.
Technical data:
Density: 1,15 gr/cm3
Appearance: Extra clear gel
Mixing ratio: 100 + 1/2
Gel Time: 6-8 min
Working Time: 15-40 Min
Colorable: Colorant Paste
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